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Foreword
‘Investors need to continue to invest in
the quality of their shopping centres and
Summer is well on its way and that means we've

we expect to start reaping the rewards of our

to do this close cooperation with local

already been hard at work over the past few months

counter-cyclical investment strategy.

government and retailers is necessary’

ensuring that this year's achievements are just as
good as 2014 – and last year was especially reward-

Bouwinvest’s investment approach is still producing

ing for Bouwinvest.

above benchmark or “alpha returns” in the Dutch
office and retail sectors despite a backdrop of gener-

There were double-digit returns from our manage-

ally gloomy market sentiment. But could we ever

ment of the 'bpfBOUW (the Dutch construction

really imagine a time where there are no more

workers pension fund) portfolio international real

shops or offices in this country? There will always be

estate and our investments in the Netherlands,

space for more development, but the problem is

which are divided into five separate funds, also did

that there's currently a surplus of offices and retail

well. As we forecast in 2013, there's been a clear

real estate supply in the Netherlands. We're

upward swing in Dutch residential values – the

therefore going to see a period of great change in

property sector that forms the largest proportion of

these sectors and the real estate investment market

our domestic investment portfolio.

landscape generally, but it will also offer opportunities for those with the specialist expertise able to

There was another reason to be pleased with the

respond and adapt to ever faster changing times.

way 2014 panned out, as we were able to achieve
almost € 1.2 billion in new investments that were

In this issue of Inbeeld Magazine we dig deeper into

almost equally divided between the international

these market stories.

market and the Netherlands. There are also five new
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companies and institutions. ‘The Hague

developers and property owners, with

one office market in the Netherlands, but
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the combined objective to heighten the

a whole variety of different sub-markets,

city council to combine the strength of a

whole Amsterdam experience.
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retail, there will always be a need for

In May 2015, the new ‘Parkweide’
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physical shopping space. Creative

shopping centre in Ede was officially

Meer on the Valina office

shows that Dutch retail remains a very
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thinking about flexibility is required, as

opened. It brought an end to a project

An office renovation that took just seven

attractive asset class invest in.
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well as better listening to the ideas of

that had taken more than ten years to

months to complete, was delivered on

retailers themselves.

come to fruition.
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investors in our Dutch Residential Fund and as we’re
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the future of retail is all about experience and convenience

Shopping
Landscape
in Transition
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The Dutch government’s restrictive planning policy for the development
of new retail space has generally spared the market from the same fate
as its office counterpart, where vacancies in the sector are among the
highest in Europe. There has, however, still been a rise in the vacancy
rate for retail premises in the Netherlands to 8.7 per cent in 2014 from
5.8 per cent a decade earlier in 2004.

The general mood is pessimistic with market

You go to Kerkrade, Sittard or Geleen and you’ll see

sentiment pointing towards a further rise in the

vacancy rates between 30 to 40 per cent. That’s not

number of empty shops. But Ingrid Janssen,

only due to the recession, but also relates to an

Associate Professor of Real Estate Management at

overabundance of shopping developments in these

the TIAS School for Business and Society said the

regions, something that was only recognised too

headline average figure for the Netherlands is

late in the day. That’s not to say it’s all doom and

misleading: “Retail vacancy rates differ markedly

gloom in Limburg. If you look closely, you’ll find a

from one local district to another, as well as

few gems coming to the surface. Although the inner

between provinces and regions. Top of the list are

cities certainly have their own challenges with

the shrinking markets in Limburg and Groningen.

regard to vacant plots, the biggest problems are

inbeeld no. 12 june 2015
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shopping space being used as a consequence of the

discussed, it’s always about regulation and structur-

multiple cities and locations than with lots of

ment-type retail strips.”

rise of online retail, but that’s not to say that there

ing. It’s the same sort of thing as always wanting our

smaller stores in individual units on the edge of

will be no more need for retail space in the future,”

front gardens neat and tidy. We want the empty shop

these core areas. Then there are the obsolescent

Despite these difficulties, Janssen is still optimistic

Janssen said. She pointed to a study carried out by

issue to be sorted out quickly so it doesn’t blight the

retail concepts, which will always pose a threat of

for the future of the Dutch retail market as a certain

her colleague Jesse Weltevreden that shows that

neighbourhood. It’s not so easy to just transform

falling vacant. These secondary assets don’t tend to

level of vacancies is healthy to ensure the constant

so-called ‘pure retail players’ who offer their

retail into housing or something else. The sector is

be clustered together, but are more dispersed across

rejuvenation of the shopping experience: “I believe

products online are, at the same time, looking

more fragmented than the office market where there

shopping districts and a solution has to be found for

that with the Dutch reputation for hard work, we

around for actual physical shops too. “They’re not

are large empty buildings that have no chance of

them. The question is, who is responsible for

can ensure that we stay ahead of the game. That

going for places in A1 locations with high prices they

being brought up to modern sustainability standards

managing the retail mix. Is it local councils? I think

doesn’t negate the fact that, especially from an

want contractual flexibility. We have to start

and for which demolition is the only option. Empty

that, in part, it’s an issue the the property invest-

investor’s perspective, there will still be some bitter

thinking differently. Perhaps we need to start

shops can be seen mostly in more peripheral regional

ment sector should be engaged with and be

pills to swallow. If you have empty real estate

renting out shelf space to online stores. That could

locations and on the urban fringe.

prepared to accept losses while thinking more

running along streets, then of course something has

be achieved by employing an intermediary who

to be done about it. We can set up all kinds of

could bring the online retailer and the retail investor

“Things would be improved considerably if clearer

working groups, but at the end of the day it’s just a

together. This could help reduce the risk for the

decisions could be made at a regional level where

Janssen perceives a market that is still searching for

game that’s being played between the retailer and

investor. Consumers are looking for an enjoyable

it’s usually the case that one area grows at the

its identity: “The real innovation is coming from the

the landlord.”

shopping experience and they’d prefer to go to a

expense of another. It’s a different matter when it

smaller players, but the question is, who is going to

smaller retailer with a different range of products

comes to the inner cities, which will play an even

look after their needs and how are they going to find

It’s also a game that, according to Janssen, will be

than to a big chain. I think that it’s important those

greater role in the retail market in the future.

space? The demand is certainly there, but rents are

played with very different rules in the future. “More

companies who’re inclined to be more creative are

Shopping districts also have a social function and

too high. I think that it’s only a matter of time before

thought needs to be put into the issue of the flexible

given the chance to set up in our prime shopping

we have to think carefully how both uses can be

the solution is found as its all linked to the percep-

use of shopping space and they’ll have to be more

areas and high streets.

integrated.”

tion a city has of itself.”

The relatively high level of empty shops have led to

Redesign landscape

In the future, investors will have to think very

Online and physical shops

occasional market scare mongering, but Janssen said

According to Janssen, greater changes are afoot in

seriously outside the box. Janssen thinks that’s likely

The economic crisis, together with the rise of online

careful consideration should be paid to how these

the retail landscape although investors are, in the

to be a stumbling block because their focus tends to

shopping, are seen as the principle reasons for the

empty premises might be filled. “We’re a densely

main, still thinking in traditional ways: “The

be on the bottom line: “Mainstream retail real estate

increase in empty retail premises. “It’s true that

populated country,” she said, and it’s generally the

preference is still for the big chains in urban centres,

investments as we used to know them are becoming

there’s been a decline in the amount of physical

case that, from the outset, whenever shopping is

because its easier to make deals with them in

less important and the role of the big investors is

creatively in cooperation with entrepreneurs.”

attentive to the needs of the retailer.”
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Bouwinvest

especially in the best shopping streets.

butcher around it. The market then

to be developed as housing or healthcare

best service. Investors would prefer to

“We’ve taken the initiative to join forces

Collin Boelhouwer, head of Asset

Our latest acquisition, at the end of last

changed due to demand and rising levels

providers. If there’s nothing more that

offer a shop at a lower rent than have it

with 25 tenants and by sharing the costs

Management Retail for Bouwinvest

year, was the Beurs-World Trade Center

of disposable income. Fashion shops and

you can do, then you have to take your

standing empty. If you have one area that

of developing a special app, we’ve been

concurs with Ingrid Janssen’s thinking:

(WTC) in Rotterdam that has a retail

other types of smaller retail offerings

distance. We now make sure that when

is seen to be filled with busy shops, this

able to provide digital access for a large

“It’s all about the retail experience and

capacity of 8,100 square metres and fits

sprang up in the same places. At the turn

we build new shopping centres, they’re

then makes those places with empty

number of shops. With this type of

that’s what Bouwinvest is focusing on.

seamlessly into our investment strategy.”

of the last century, these types of

smaller than what was previously the

premises look even less appealing.”

initiative you can give entrepreneurs

shopping centres started to grow but

norm.”

Sometimes price alone isn’t enough of

something extra to offer. It all comes

an incentive. Creative thinking is often

down to trying to entice the retailer.

You have to create an attractive environment where there’s more to do than just

The other main strand of Bouwinvest’s

then, with the competition from online

buying clothes, which can just as easily

investment strategy is geared to grocery

shopping, those stores that weren’t

For those projects that aren’t in prime

required. A good example of which is

That’s not just dependent on the rent, or

be bought online. The consumer wants to

shopping in convenience retail centres.

offering groceries started to get into

locations, then it’s tenants that have the

what’s been happening with the Makado

the location, but also on the additional

go to places where there are new shops

Boelhouwer said retail trends are

difficulties and couldn’t generate enough

last word: “Retailers want to be in the

shopping centre in Purmerend. Bouwin-

market possibilities you’re offering,”

and places to eat as well as do other

reverting to what they were more than 20

turnover. That resulted in empty shops

best possible place with the lowest

vest is busy working on a project with

Boelhouwer said.

things that heighten the overall experi-

years ago: “In that era there tended to be

and these couldn’t be filled with a second

overheads. As long as there’s enough

local retailers that’s not just about the

ence. What we’re seeing is that this is

an anchor supermarket with a few other

baker or a third butcher. Eventually it will

demand, then landlords will tend to

physical space but also about creating an

“It’s just good business practice to ensure

happening more in the big cities and

smaller shops such as the baker and the

become more interesting for these spaces

compete against each other to offer the

online sales point.

that our properties continue to look
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our vision

with large shopping centres and home improve-

also declining unless investors are going to be more

branches anymore but more about concepts. Look at

imaginative in the ways they approach the develop-

what’s happening around you.”

ment of areas and consider how they can attract
different sorts of occupiers with the end result of

According to Janssen, it’s local councils who now call

rejuvenating the entire neighbourhood The

the shots. “The government has delegated planning

consumer generally enjoys spending time browsing

to the councils. The provinces are in the driving seat,

around a shopping centre or High Street and doesn’t

but any decision has to go through the councils first.

just want to sit in front of a computer all day buying

A number of shopping centres will be offloaded and

things online. We all do that sometimes, but we also

some city and town centres will have to become

want to go into town.”

smaller. It’s now easier for consumers to travel
around and when they go shopping, there’s more of

Store Format

a conscious choice as to where they go. They want

To keep city centres attractive for shoppers, Janssen

more of an all-round shopping experience.”

believes its essential that there should be changes
to store formats: “It will be more about shopping

redevelopment

As real estate specialists we’re used to having a

In Amsterdam, Bouwinvest is busy with the

certain amount of influence on the development of

large-scale redevelopment of the Damrak 70 en

open spaces, but when it comes to what’s going on

Nieuwendijk 196 and the Nieuwendijk to offer

in the shops, then it’s left to the retailer. It was a big

more space for big international retailers. By

learning experience for me when I realised that the

merging several smaller shops, larger spaces have

concept of retail branches had had its day. You can’t

been created which are attractive to the big brands

really compare fashion stores with each other any

such as Primark. The arrival of other well-known

more and when it comes to the provision of personal

names in the retail industry will increase the

care products, there’s a big difference between say

popularity of the Nieuwendijk and lead to higher

Kruidvat and Rituals. It used to be the case that

rents. The project is being implemented in close

when drawing up a rental contract certain restric-

cooperation with Amsterdam’s council, as part of

tions could be included in how a space could be

its “red carpet” regeneration of the main gateway

used, but if I had to give a piece of advice it would be

to the city for visitors.

not to think in terms of creating these retail

attractive and are maintained in good

shopping district but also in local

housing or given another function. But

condition,” he added. “Sometimes we

neighbourhoods such as Stadionplein in

these changes take time. It’s better to

have to guarantee that the rent won’t rise

the south and in the north where the

have less real estate that is in high

for years to come and that means we

company is investing in the development

demand than a lot of real estate that you

have to do more with the same amount of

of the Mosveld shopping centre. Future

don’t know what to do with. What we’re

money, be more enterprising, and react

trends in real estate demand are closely

seeing is that investors are now more

quicker to the changing demands of the

monitored: “Developers are always

inclined to take the lead than a few years

market. In the Netherlands, there are a lot

looking to push the boundaries of what is

ago. These days, a development only gets

of places that are in need of a facelift.

possible, whilst the investors are more

the go ahead if it’s certain it’ll be sold.

cautious in their approach. We don’t want

Despite the smaller market, it’s still

Fortunately, Bouwinvest has the capabili-

to build just so that premises remain

possible to make good returns, but only

ties and the capital to help.”

empty. Real estate is only as flexible as

if you’re very selective in what you do,”

Bouwinvest’s main focus will be on the

the changes in demand allow. You can’t

Boelhouwer concluded.

Amsterdam retail market for the foresee-

take bricks away. At the end of the day,

able future, not only on the city’s main

empty premises will be converted into

ingrid janssen

9
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concepts in the future than anything else,” she said.

Investors have
to be more
imaginative in
the development
of areas

joris bokhove, project 1012

Amsterdam:
Making Inner City Life Better
The development of Amsterdam is in full swing. The north-south
metro line is getting nearer to its completion date in 2017, as is the
new development along the banks of the IJ-river and the so-called
“Red Carpet” project to improve the main approach to the city from

All of these projects feature close collaboration

housing accommodation and, as a result, generate

between the local council, businesses, residents,

more involvement and interest from private and

developers and property owners with the com-

commercial real estate enterprises.”

11

bined objective to heighten the whole Amsterdam
experience. In 2007, the so-called ‘Project 1012’

Changes

(after the old city centre’s postal code) was set up

Project 1012 is now approaching the halfway mark

to try to break the criminal infrastructure that had

and according to Bokhove there are already some

The Damrak functions as Red

separate ‘island’ for tourists. “It must become a

areas, rather than concentrating on one specific

taken hold in the old centre of the city, particularly

perceptible changes. “You see different visitors in

Carpet for the city. Now

place that people want to visit, not least because

neighbourhood. So next to the small scale

in the red light district, and to raise the quality of

the area,” he says. “It’s not just English stag parties

mainly a tourist drag, but it

it’s such an old and beautiful part of the city. We

businesses in the red light district with space for

the whole urban environment. As the results of

anymore but also people who come specifically to

is important that people can

want to see a mix of people living and working

the creative industries, there’s also the possibility

previous attempts to improve this area using

wander through the area and enjoy the beautiful

shop in quality retail outlets

here and going out in the area without the thought

to enjoy some A1 shopping such as Marks &

traditional methods, such as increased policing

historic canal houses and the ‘Old Church’ at the

here too.

that there might be trouble. That doesn’t mean

Spencers on the Rokin street and the big well

and tougher law enforcement, had been conside-

centre of the red light neighbourhood. More

that we want it to become boring,” Bokhove says,

known stores like Primark and C&A on the Damrak.

red unsatisfactory, it was decided to take a

creative businesses are moving in and new cafes

“it must keep its exciting rough edge that’s a little

We’re convinced that other prestigious retail

different approach. The personal assets of known

are starting up. The whole area is feeling much

different to the rest of the city. And besides that,”

names will then also come to these shopping

criminals were targeted, in the belief that hitting

more like it’s being lived and worked in. Amster-

he adds, “we’re also investing in improving the

thoroughfares. Of course, there are some local

them directly would curtail their activities,

dammers are also rediscovering its delights and

shopping experience. An example is the Bouwin-

property owners who will continue to offer the

including the laundering of illegally acquired

this is something we’re really trying to focus on.

vest development on the Damrak with the

same old fare to tourists, but others see new

wealth.

We are particularly trying to attract entrepreneurs

emphasis predominantly on retail. Yes, it’s now

chances. By offering slightly lower rents to those

with the types of business that will encourage

mainly a tourist drag, but we think it’s important

businesses we feel they can offer a better all round

“Initially, a few housing corporations were

more local people to come here and not just

that people can shop in quality retail outlets there

experience, as well as improve the appearance of

encouraged, with support from the city council, to

tourists gawking at the sex trade.”

too.”

the property. These landlords recognise the

Mix of people

It’s also essential to make sure that the increasing

the area. A future in which everyone, including the

wanted corporations like this to move more

The ultimate aim is to make the red light district of

numbers of visitors coming into the city centre

property owners themselves, can benefit.”

towards their core activity of providing social

Amsterdam an integral part of the city and not a

spread themselves out a little more over different

advantages of investing in the long term future of

buy and develop housing in the red light area,”
says Joris Bokhove, the leader of the project. “We

inbeeld no. 12 june 2015
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its central station.

marije eleveld, town councillor in ede and sjoukje biestra, project leader for the urban development of ede

Intense consultation and
cooperation between all parties
The opening of the new ‘Parkweide’ shopping centre in Ede in June
2015 brought an end to a project that had taken more than ten years
to come to fruition. The financial crisis took its inevitable toll and
planners had to go back to the drawing board to come up with a new

and provide the proposed link between the two

12

tion between all the responsible parties including

parts of the town. “There was a lot of consulta-

Ede’s town council, Bouwinvest and Dura Vermeer,

tion between the parties involved,” says Sjoukje

which eventually paid dividends. “The original

Biestra, the project leader for the urban develop-

idea was to build a large complex that extended

ment of Ede. “In the end we decided an underpass

over a main road and included shops, a community

for cyclists and pedestrians was the best option

centre, apartments and a sports hall,” says Marije

given the available budget.”
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modified plan.

Eleveld, the town councillor in Ede responsible
for housing and urban planning. “That became no

Balancing Act

longer feasible once the economic crisis set in.”

“It was a period of intensive contact with Bouwinvest,” Biestra said. “There were so many other things

New proposal

to consider apart from the contracts and we had to

The project partners then worked together to come

quickly find a way forward. It’s a balancing act and

up with other possible solutions. The existing plan

we were always looking for a solution that would

was broken up into smaller parts and responsibilities

please everyone concerned including investors, the

were divided. The subsequent result was less ambi-

town council and the construction company.”

tious, consisting of two supermarkets and a number
of convenience stores for daily groceries. Bouwinvest

Eleveld adds, “Of course, when it comes to looking

The Parkweide shopping

of discussion before solutions were found, but

understanding of what the council could bring to

worked closely with the council to make sure that all

at the risks and costs of such a project, there are

centre brings convenience

what was important was to make sure that there

the table: “The unravelling of the original plan and

stakeholders were fully aware of the consequences

always going to be differences of opinion, but for-

to the neighbourhood.

were regular meetings to defuse any tensions that

the subsequent uncoupling of its various parts in

of the new proposal. “Having an investor on board

tunately many of the problems had been resolved

might build up. You have to recognise each other’s

order to move on with the project proved to be

handling external communication made a big differ-

before they reached the administrative level. All

needs. It’s a matter of give and take and there were

a winning formula. I can’t imagine that we could

ence to the success of the project,” Eleveld said.

parties eventually made concessions to allow the

times when things weren’t quite what we had

have implemented the same sort of plan that we

implementation of the plan,” she said. Looking

imagined them to be.”

originally proposed ten years ago and for it to have
had been as successful as this more pragmatic ap-

The biggest challenge was trying to find an alterna-

back on the project, Biestra said the partners had

tive solution once it was known that the shopping

to consider their common interests. “Of course,

Eleveld also stressed the importance of openness

centre would no longer bridge a main traffic artery

there were a few sticking points and it took a lot

and transparency in the project process and the

proach,” she concluded.

Office Fund

Retail Fund
Highlights 2014

Highlights 2014
• Dividend return of 5.7%

• Like-for-like rent increase of 0.4%

• Dividend return of 4.5%

• Average remaining lease time of 6.8 years

• Relatively high occupancy rate of 89.9%;

• Rent in arrears of 0.9%

• Outperformance IPD Property Index (0.7%)

• Divestment part of the assets in Ede € 13.0 million

• Secured pipeline of € 5.4 million

• Continued high average financial occupancy rate of 94.4%

• Like-for-like rent decrease of 2.5%

• 85.5% green labels (A, B or C label)

• Acquisitions for a total of € 57.0 million

• Rent in arrears of 2.2%

• GRESB ‘Green Star’ status two years ahead of schedule

• Investments under construction of € 207.9 million

• Secured pipeline of € 76.0 million

• New and extended lease contracts totalling 32,590 m2;

• 79.1% green energy label (A, B or C label)

market average 84%
• Acquisition and redevelopment of Valina office
building in Amsterdam city centre
• Acquisition Beurs-WTC Rotterdam and Citroën
buildings in Amsterdam

• New lease contracts redevelopments totalling 27,616 m2;
rent value € 10.4 million

and an annual rent of € 4.1 million

total property return
average 2010-2014

investments in 2014

total property return
average 2010–2014

sustainability
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€ 138

vs
0.6% ipd benchmark

6.3%

mln

vs
4.5% ipd benchmark

acquisitions

investments in 2014

sustainability

€ 57
€ 19
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2.7%

• GRESB Green Star status two years ahead of schedule

rent value € 9.3 million

• Total of new and renewed leases of 22,507 m2

mln
acquisitions

mln
redevelopments

2nd ranking
in peer group

2014

%

3-year average

direct return
indirect return

6
4

5-year average

2nd ranking
in peer group

5.8

5.7

5.7

4
2

0

0

(4)

(2)
(5.6)

(4.1)

(5.8)

(6)
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nuances in vacant office property

The Gap Between
Good and Less
Appealing Office
Assets Widens
There’s a general consensus that all is not well in the office property
16
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Europe’ in real estate circles. This unfortunate moniker appears to be
confirmed by the steep office vacancy rate, which at around 16 % of
the total Dutch market, makes it one of the highest levels of empty
space in this property sector in Europe.
The reality, however, is not quite as clear

Management and Development at Delft University

cut. There’s not just one office market in the

of Technology, it’s been around for quite some time.

Netherlands, but a whole variety of different

“There was already talk of a crisis as early as the

sub-markets, and the problem of empty properties

beginning of the 1990’s,” he said. “There was

varies depending on the project, city and region.

enough capacity but the offices were often situated

Lying alongside these ‘problem areas’ are markets

in the wrong places and they weren’t of the highest

and other regions that are actually doing well and

quality. Back then, it was the order of the day that,

where the green shoots of recovery are sprouting

in order to counteract the problem, if you built new

behind the headstones.

office space you would also have to ensure that a
less desirable building was withdrawn from the

strategy office fund bouwinvest

Vacant offices are nothing new

market, otherwise you were just adding to the

The investment strategy of Bouwinvest’s Office Fund is to focus on sustainable, multifunctional buildings in a select number of cities

The problem of vacant office space is not a recent

problem. That actually worked really well, but then

that are easily accessible and where many tenants can be targeted. Adequate facilities should be available to contribute to an all round

phenomenon. According to Hans de Jonge, CEO of

came the dotcom bubble and everyone jumped on

attractive working environment.

the Brink Group and professor of Real Estate

to the development bandwagon.”
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market in the Netherlands. It’s been dubbed ‘the office graveyard of

Due to the wide availability of investment capital

where developments would take place; transpar-

15 %, it’s now increased to 16 % and if nothing is

tion trend where people want to move to the

and lending, there was a shift from a demand-driv-

ency on the quality of the stock; transparency in

done, this could well rise to 20 %,” De Jonge

main cities and access all the facilities these

en to a capital-driven office market and buildings

rental policies and accompanying tenant incen-

predicted. It’s not as though nothing’s happened.

have to offer. There’s a clear split between these

were springing up without too many questions

tives; as well as a fund established to provide

“Investors have taken their losses on the chin.

‘A locations’, which are more future-proofed

being asked. At the same time, the demand for

compensation for the office space that was compul-

However, you can’t keep taking hit after hit because

against obsolescence than the ‘B locations.’”

workspace declined due to the impact of both infor-

sorily withdrawn from the market. This was rather

sooner or later you’ll be wiped out. There were

mation technology and flexible working practices

unfairly dubbed the ‘demolition fund’ in the press.”

attempts to buy some time in order to solve the

This doesn’t mean that there’s no longer any hope

problem. There was also a big interest in revamping

for the secondary locations, according to De Jonge.

The agreement was signed by all concerned but

office space but in order to build a good case for it,

“What’s happening is that the type of client is

“It meant that this oversupply, combined with a

there were some strong objections to the compen-

you have to convince investors that it’s in their own

changing. There’s far more interest coming from

weak economy and the falling demand for office

sation fund. “It was a typical example of the

interest to write off some of their holdings.”

new enterprises. There’s a certain category that

space, was something of a death blow for the indus-

‘prisoner’s dilemma’ ’’, De Jonge said, “everyone

try,” De Jonge said, “with the consequence that

recognised the problem, but no-one wanted to be

Building new relationships

flexible accommodation. There’s also a demand for

16 % of office space is now empty.”

the first to come forward with a solution. An

For those people who’re setting their hopes on an

locations that are more colourful and when you can

additional complicating factor was that, not long

economic recovery, De Jonge has a clear message:

offer office space at a lower rent for young

Improving the vacancy situation

after we’d made the agreement, foreign equity

“Things will never be the same again! We have to

entrepreneurs, then there’s the chance of opening

There have been a number of initiatives to try and

investors acquired a number of big portfolios for a

look for other solutions and we have to face the

up a whole new type of office environment. At that

turn things around. One example was the setting

paltry sum. People were subsequently unwilling to

fact that the majority of the future answers to our

point, it’s a question of providing services rather

up in 2010 of a steering group by the former

pay any sort of levy just so that these investors

questions lie in using the existing supply of

than just delivering the usual bricks and mortar.

ministry of Housing and the Environment (VROM)

could clean up on their portfolios. I completely

building stock. We estimate that only about 20 to 30

Investors have to rethink their strategy to attract

to look into the problem of empty office space. De

understood that.”

per cent of the office space that is currently empty

more occupiers and not just think: “I want to

can be converted into other uses such as hotels,

maximise my profits as well as make sure that my

worked to find a solution to the problem as quickly

The consequences of the withdrawal of office space

student housing, or residential apartments. A big

investment is as secure as possible. They need to

19

as possible. “All the relevant parties got together,”

from the market are still being felt and, if anything,

problem is the location of the buildings, many of

think more about offering a really good service to

he said, “and an agreement was made containing

the problem has grown. “When we signed the

which are in areas that just aren’t attractive to

the tenant.”

four main elements: regional-based agreements on

agreement, the amount of empty office space was

potential occupiers. We’re seeing a clear urbaniza-
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and then the financial crisis of 2008 hit.

Jonge was its chair and said that the steering group

our vision
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exists that’s looking for temporary and more

Thinking outside the box.

to the whole experience. “The building

to public transport? Nowadays, you see

Strategies and acquisitions

entrance to the city. The buildings are

increased the number of assets also in

Bas Jochims, head of asset management

has to look inviting and it has to offer the

there’s much more of a merging of the

Two recent acquisitions illustrate the

predominantly comprised of offices but

our Retail Fund and all in an A1 location.

Offices for Bouwinvest, shares this vision:

opportunity for everyone to be able to

working and recreational sides.”

approach that Bouwinvest is now taking,

there are also shops and places to eat. We

The experience that we’ve gained from

“For far too long, the office market has

meet each other quickly, such as in the

according to Jochims. First is the

believe that this enhances the quality of

having managed the World Trade Centre

been driven by financial incentives. It’s

communal and informal setting of a

Jochims is convinced that these efforts

purchase of the Citroën buildings next to

life in the area, where we’re also building

in The Hague will be very useful for the

now time that the real estate world

coffee space. At Bouwinvest, we make

will pay dividends and profits will be

the Olympic stadium in Amsterdam and

more homes and shops, and there’s the

Rotterdam purchase.”

wakes up and becomes more creative in

sure we pay a lot of attention to the

made but adds that it’s difficult to

the second is the purchase of the Beurs

Olympic stadium as a location for offices.”

its approach. We’re now very busy, as

overall feel of the public spaces in a

measure. “We’ve twice won a market

World Trade Centre (WTC) in Rotterdam.

Despite the uncertainties in the office

An area-by-area approach

asset managers, in increasing the amenity

building. First impressions are every-

benchmark award for best performing

market there is considerable demand for

Not all the offices are located in the right

value of offices and on building a good

thing.”

Dutch office sector fund, but what are the

“The Citroën buildings fit perfectly into

both temporary and permanent renting,

location or have the potential for

reasons for that? Is it because we’ve built

the strategy we have of concentrating our

according to Jochims.

redevelopment. In order to counter the

relationship with clients. An office is not a
financial product, it’s something much

Robert Koot, research manager at

in the right locations or does it come from

efforts on core regions, and Amsterdam is

more tangible than that and we want to

Bouwinvest says that location and the

having designed a building that has all

at the top of that list, as a city in which

Beurs WTC in the heart of Rotterdam is

been regular calls for some buildings to

offer a service that facilitates people

immediate environment of the building

sorts of different activities attached to it?

we’re targeting the redevelopment of

another example. “Rotterdam is also one

be demolished, but Jochims would like to

being able to meet in an attractive

are also extremely important. “For sure,

Is it your network or is it the way in which

existing buildings and finding premises in

of our core regions,” said Jochims. “The

add a nuance to that: “I think that there

environment. That’s what it’s all about.”

when we first consider a potential

you do business with potential clients?

prime urban locations. The Citroën

WTC has more than 200 enterprises and so

are a number of buildings that nowadays

Jochims points out that, in the past few

building to buy, we look closely at what

It’s a combination of factors and it’s

buildings are both very distinctive in

fits well into our strategy of investing in

are being wholly or partly used that could

years, there’s been a change in the way

all the possibilities are. For example, is

difficult to quantify whether one is more

design within a highly competitive office

buildings with multi-tenancy occupancy.

also be considered for demolition, for

the industry has been thinking. The way

there a place to have lunch outside? Are

important than the other.”

district and are considered architectural

Together with all the offices, there are also

redevelopment or for having a complete

an office space is designed is now central

there shops nearby? Is there good access

landmarks that lie at the southern

a few shops and so we’ve immediately

make-over. An area-by-area approach

increase in empty office space, there have

pk award:
a chance for talented up
and coming designers to
make their mark

The PK Prize is the successor to the
Piet Kranenberg Ring, a real estate
award previously presented at the
Provada Dutch real estate trade fair to

Bouwinvest in cooperation with the

those designers judged to have made

Centre for Architecture in Amsterdam

the most creative contribution to the

(Arcam) is collaborating in this year’s PK

transformation of existing building

Award (formerly the Piet Kranenberg Ring

structures, or districts, in Amsterdam.

prize), aimed at giving young designers a

Transformation remains the central theme

helping hand in their careers.

of the PK Prize.

The challenge for the 2015 PK Prize is to
design an interior for the historic north
building of the iconic “Citroën Buildings”
in south Amsterdam, next to the city’s
1928 Olympics Stadium. Both assets were
acquired by Bouwinvest in December last
year. The winning concept will be one of
those shortlisted for the redevelopment
project and the designer will also receive
a cash prize.

only then will city authorities endorse it.”

could be instigated to determine if

The current situation in the office market

buildings that are being partly used, will

also brings certain advantages, according

be either completely occupied or become

to Koot and Jochims. They both conclude

This new clarity in the office market ,

empty. Subsequently, alternatives for the

that it’s encouraged greater cooperation

together with attractive prices, have led

empty buildings could be found. For us

between various groups and it can be

in the past year to German and many

it’s like this: we don’t just invest in

seen in field management, amongst the

other international investors coming or

buildings that are completely rented out

investors themselves, and between

returning to the Dutch market. They’re

or new, but they also have to be in a good

councils and investors. The cooperation

especially interested in portfolios and

location and have the potential for being

with tenant associations has also

that creates chances for Bouwinvest to

divided up in order to create as good a

increased.

make a few disposals. There’s also an
important role in the future for councils,

working environment as possible. As
asset managers, that’s where we can

It’s also become a lot clearer what the

keeping a tight control of any new

deliver added value. The biggest chal-

good real estate is and what the bad is,

development. “They’re the ones who

lenge in the years ahead will be seeing

according to Koot. “This wider disparity in

were ultimately responsible for having

what we can do with the existing stock

quality actually provides investors with

allowed the overcapacity in the office

before embarking on new building

more comfort because the risk that what

market to get out of hand, because at the

developments.” “The government has

you bought today will be worth less

end of the day, they’re the ones who have

recently done the same sort of thing by

tomorrow has been reduced. It’s meant

agreed to all the plans. It’s from them that

extending the rental period for the

that everyone concerned is forced to

the lead must come. City councils

headquarters of the National Police Force

make clear choices and any deviation

shouldn’t be guided by the need to make

in Zoetermeer that has a total capacity of

from strategic planning policy is no

a fast buck, but by the desire to create a

11,000 square metres”, he added.

longer acceptable. You have to justify all

better quality of life for urban residents.

Advantages

your decisions with solid reasoning, and

bas jochims
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For far too long,
the office market
has been driven
by financial
incentives

dennis van westerop, director peak development and hylke van der meer, director weekbladpers media

Smoothing the Way to WPG’s
New Sustainable Head Quarter
It’s being seen as a success story. An office renovation that – took just
seven months to complete – was delivered on time and within budget. The former Valina head office is at the entrance of the ‘Eenhoorngebied’ district in Amsterdam east and is now the headquarters of

time and within budget. Everyone did really well,

after a period of intense cooperation between all

the tenant was pleased and Bouwinvest is a

parties involved to ensure the project was finished

company that’s very flexible when it comes to

22

on time. Not an easy task given the considerable

accommodating the needs of the client.”

time pressure. It all started in 2013 when the
director of Peak Development, Dennis van

Van Westerop is especially pleased that there was

Westerop, approached Bouwinvest, as the owner

no need to demolish the whole building and start

of the building, with a plan for Valina’s redevelop-

from scratch. “What we did was to give the

ment after he’d found two businesses that had

building a complete make-over and as long as

expressed an interest in relocating to the offices.

there’s a demand for existing office premises,

Although those companies eventually decided not

what’s the point of starting over? Sometimes

to proceed, the plans for the building work were

there’s the obvious need to change the function of

still given the go-ahead.

a building but with Valina it wasn’t necessary

23
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The company was able to move in this February
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the multimedia group WPG.

because they recognised at once that it already
Meanwhile, a new tenant was found, WPG. It

contained all the attributes of a fantastic head-

wanted to rent out the entire building, with one

quarters. What was of paramount importance for

condition – that it would be ready as soon as

Bouwinvest was that the building was revamped

possible. It was a tough deadline but considered

to meet current environmental standards. An

The former Valina head

Van der Meer said he was also pleased with the

“In general there was a good cooperative relation-

feasible so long as there was close cooperation

energy label G was no longer good enough.”

office, completely

way things worked out with Bouwinvest and Peak

ship from start to finish,” he said. “I realise that I

redeveloped and now the

Development. “We realised that there was a lot of

made a few demands that had a direct impact on

between Bouwinvest, WPG and Peak Development.

Great job

headquarters of the

pressure to make sure that the building was

the planning of the work but of course, with the

Extremely short window

Hylke van der Meer is the director of ‘Weekblad-

multimedia group WPG.

completed in time. We were in the middle of a big

time pressure, I was also aware that compromises

“One of the unusual aspects of this project was the

pers Media’, a part of the WPG group. After a long

re-organisation ourselves and we wanted to be

had to be made. However, it was clear to me from

really close contact we had with the new tenant”,

search for the right headquarters he said he’s

able to do these changes in the comfort of a new

the outset that Bouwinvest had every intention of

Van Westerop said, “as well as the extremely short

happy with the new space. “Valina is situated in a

working environment. We moved in in the middle

producing top quality premises for us.”

window we had to complete the work. It was a

great location, it’s easily accessible by public

of February this year and we have to thank both

difficult balancing act because WPG kept coming

transport, there’s a small parking lot and we‘re also

Bouwinvest and Peak Development for doing a

back to us with changes they wanted implement-

just a short bike ride away from the centre of the

great job.”

ed. However, it all worked out well in the end, on

city. That’s also important,” he added.

koosje ploegmaker – chair of the hague business city platform

The Hague – Championing
Collaboration
The Hague is known predominantly as a city of civil servants. But
times are changing. It’s now increasingly being seen as a place that’s
attracting international companies and institutions. There are
numerous initiatives and organisations coming from a diverse range of

Investment Agency), The Hague Marketing Bureau,

24

‘Platform Zakenstad Den Haag’ or ‘The Hague Busi-

The Hague City Council and Rotterdam/ The Hague

ness City Platform’ was set up by the city council.

Airport. “It’s a broad platform and what’s great to

The idea was to use the combined strength of a

see is that it’s a collaboration between the private

number of organisations that are already helping

and public sectors,” Ploegmakers said. “It’s been a

to actively promote the city.

deliberate attempt by the city council to bring the

25
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At the start of 2014, an initiative calling itself the
inbeeld n0. 12 june 2015

sources to help draw national and international businesses to the city.

two together as previous joint initiatives, such as

Business city

The Hague Security Delta, show that this approach

“There are many organisations that are busy

can be a winning formula.

putting The Hague on the map as a place that’s
attractive for businesses. By linking existing

Public image

parties and initiatives, we’re trying to organise

For Ploegmakers, the new initiative will be con-

the promotion of the city in a smarter way”, said

sidered a success if the next survey done on the

Koosje Ploegmakers, who chairs the platform.

public image of The Hagues shows that people no

“We want to make sure that they’re all pulling

longer see it just as a centre of government, but

in the same direction and using each other’s

also as a place for business. “The old image is being

WTC The Hague offers high

In the past year, according to Ploegmakers, there

“All the interested parties on the Platform

skills and experience. They can all benefit from

redefined,” she said. “We need to make sure that

quality office facilities.

have been three major events in the city that have

regularly get together to discuss which events

using each other’s respective networks as well

we can speed up the process.”

confirmed that the new combined PR machine has

they should put their energies into. After sum-

been working well. The first was the presence of

mer, we’re going to organise a symposium with

The first achievements of The Hague business plat-

U.S. president Barack Obama at the Nuclear Secu-

the theme of ‘the influence of globalisation and

form are already visible according to Ploegmakers.

rity Summit in early 2014. This was followed by the

internationalisation on companies and their head-

The list of participants shows the involvement of

“From the outset we made sure that there was

hockey world championships and the ‘Knowledge

quarters. Through the networks of the contribut-

a broad range of organisations. These include The

a LOCUS affiliation -- a supplement to the Dutch

Expo’ from Delft’s Technical University. All these

ing organisations we have been able to construct

Institute for a New Inner City Hague, The Hague

Financial Daily -- that was specially designed to

events, helped to focus the eyes of the world on

a programme that pinpoints companies that might

World Trade Centre, VNO-NCW, MKB The Hague, The

encourage businesses to locate in The Hague,” she

The Hague.

be interested in locating in the city. It’s things like

Hague Chamber of Commerce, ICT (International

said. Furthermore, a PR campaign was established

this that show the true power of the Platform,”

Community Platform), WFIA (West Holland Foreign

focusing on three specific countries.

Ploegmakers said.

as combining financial resources for marketing
purposes.”

dutch retail offers compelling long term risk-adjusted returns.

Dutch Retail
Bankruptcies and restructurings seem to be the order of the day in the retail
market with hardly a month passing without news of some shopping chain
getting into financial difficulties against a background of lacklustre economic
growth and the relentless expansion in competition from online retailing.
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by robert koot, head of research, bouwinvest
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Does this rather gloomy market backdrop there-

In the current ultra-low, or even negative yield

expansion in the economy these investments

“Low consumer involvement” products such as

fore make retail real estate assets investments

market environment – notably for core government

perform better and conversely worse during

‘white goods’ retailers are among the most

ones to avoid? On the contrary, Bouwinvest’s latest

bonds – retail investments also offer a high positive

slowdowns. With the Dutch economy forecast to

vulnerable to the cost efficiencies of the Internet,

research White Paper shows that Dutch retail

yield gap to sovereign debt. For example, several

grow by 1.5 % this year, and around 1.5 % to 2.0 %

remains a very attractive asset class to be invested

stabilized local convenience shopping centres

over the longer term, the base economic outlook is

in and one that has produced consistently stronger

within Bouwinvest’s portfolio – spread across the

modestly positive for the retail sector.

total investment returns over the long-term than

Netherlands and with average floor areas of

other mainstream real estate sectors, such as

between 4,000 m2 to 11,000 m² – produced an

The news headlines, however, tell a different story

offices and residential. It also has very attractive

average gross initial yield of 7.8 % at the end of

with financial difficulties at high profile retail

risk-return and investment portfolio diversifica-

2014 – a strong rise from 6.4 % in December 2007.

chains such as Vroom & Dreesmann indicative of

tion characteristics.

Remarkably this development took place during a

the polarization that is occurring between winners

period of falling interest rates and rising rental

and losers in a rapidly evolving retail landscape

Retail property investments in the Netherlands

income. By the end of last year the average risk

that is being shaped by powerful market and

while daily grocery shopping, personal care items

produced an average annual total return, rental

premium of Bouwinvest’s shopping centre portfolio

demographic trends. Foremost being urbanisation

and high service businesses like opticians are least

income plus capital appreciation, of 8.9 % in the

over Dutch state bonds was 650 basis points and

and the rise in online shopping. The retail market’s

sensitive. Clothing and fashion stores, which form

period from 1996 to 2014, compared with 8.1 % for

further increased in the beginning of 2015.

polarisation is mirrored in the real estate sector

the largest part of the retail market, differ in

with the best assets and shopping locations getting

vulnerability according to location. So although

Annual return

better and the poorest losing ground. The spread

consumers are buying growing volumes online, the

long-term means the risk return profile of the

The capital return from retail property is strongly

between the two market poles is likely to widen

concentration of fashion retail giants in central

sector is very compelling.

linked to economic growth, so during periods of

further and not necessarily in a linear pattern.

shopping districts remains attractive and there is

residential and 7.1 % for offices. Moreover, the low
volatility in returns from retail assets over the

‘In retail, the best assets and shopping
locations are getting better and the
poorest are losing ground’

‘concept stores’ to reinforce brand value and keep

28

€ 285 billion in 2013, of which about a third

chains at “top of mind” when consumers shop

29
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still room in these core areas for the growth of
The total Dutch consumer market was around
(€ 86 billion) is accounted for by the retail sector,

online.

inbeeld no. 12 june 2015

including online. The largest portion of retail sales
(€ 42 billion) is in food and medicines, with clothing

Against the background of a rapidly evolving retail

and shoes at € 14 billion.

landscape, Bouwinvest pursues a careful strategy
of “future proofing” its investments as much as

Dutch retail remains
a very attractive
asset class to be
invested in
robert koot

Two market poles

possible. We do this by targeting convenience

With online retailing now accounting for roughly

grocery shopping based on local demand and retail

10 % of the total Dutch market, it is possible that

assets located in the main centres of the Randstad

we could experience exponential growth in this

urban conurbation whose populations are still

area over the long-term to maybe a 30 % or even a

expanding and where economic growth is most

50 % market share. This scenario, if it materialised,

dynamic. The great financial crisis revealed the

would have significant consequences for retail real

resilience of defensive investments in convenience

estate investors.

grocery retail assets, while non-food stores outside
core prime shopping districts suffered dispropor-

Retail outlets differ in their resilience to competi-

tionately.

tion from online shopping, however, with daily
grocery stores generally better positioned than

The volume of empty retail space is still on the rise

travel agencies and CD music shops, for example.

in the Netherlands. After bottoming out at the
peak of the last boom in 2006/2007, the trend has

In order to gauge how its potential and standing

been on an upward trajectory and rose above 7 %

investments are likely to perform, Bouwinvest

of the total market at the start of 2015. With Dutch

research categorises the retail market into

real estate magazine Vastgoedmarkt projecting

seventeen different sectors and then divides these

future planned new build retail space at as much

into three groups according to their relative

as 3.0 million m2, or around 10 % of the total

vulnerability to online competition.

existing stock in the Netherlands, there seems to

Foreword
be a worrying disconnect between the market’s

a 10-km radius; the quality of life in the city; the

‘Investors need to continue to invest in

fundamentals and the signals being received by

population growth rate and the number of tourist

the quality of their shopping centres and

investors
andon
developers.
Summer
is well
its way and that means we've

we
expect to start reaping the rewards of our
visitors.

to do this close cooperation with local

already been hard at work over the past few months

counter-cyclical investment strategy.

government and retailers is necessary’

ensuring
that
thischoices
year's achievements
as
There are
clear
to be made byare
cityjust
councils,

This investment overlay is then refined at the

good
as 2014government,
– and last year
was especially
rewardprovincial
developers
and investors

Bouwinvest’s
investment
approach
is still
producing
micro retail street
level by
the extent
of the

inginfor
Bouwinvest.
curbing
the growing volume of retail space to

above
benchmark
or “alpha
in the Dutch
consumer
catchment
area; returns”
the attractiveness
for

avoid a repeat of the mistakes that occurred in the
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